Application Form for the European Green Capital Award 2022

Good Practices
Please provide details of at least one present or future flagship project that demonstrates your commitment to
an integrated approach to the management of the urban environment. This must relate to Indicator 12:
Governance (to be completed under heading: Good Practice 1 - Integrated Management Approach).
Please summarise up to five additional good practices, relating to any indicator(s) that demonstrate how your
city is improving its environmental record. Please identify to which indicator(s) your good practice is relevant. To
be completed under heading(s) Good Practice 2 to Good Practice 6 below.
Good practices should be taken from information already provided within the application form.
Each good practice should be supported by a maximum of three graphics, images or tables (max. 300 words per
good practice).

Good Practice 1 - Integrated Management Approach
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 12: Governance and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11
MSP - MUNICIPAL STRUCTURAL PLAN "TOWARDS PARMA 2030"
In 2017, the City Council adopted the General Variation to the Municipal Structural Plan (MSP) "PARMA 2030"
which is the main city strategic vision planning instrument.
The MSP focuses on the regeneration of the existing city, to reduce soil consumption and to enhance the
environmental quality of the urban system as a whole, to promote a widespread network of services taking into
account manufacturing excellence and competitiveness.
Objectives of the plan:
1. Regeneration of the existing city: regeneration of the existing city through economic incentives and
regulations that guide the market towards the improvement to extant buildings, banning any further soil
sealing. The plan also identifies 15 strategic areas of urban regeneration.
2. Reduced agricultural land consumption and enhancement of environmental quality: enhancing the
agriculture and the environment through the transformation of up to 435 hectares of potentially
building areas into agriculture land or natural parks also through the creation of the Periurban
Agricultural Park (under the project "Parma Unesco Creative City for Gastronomy”)
3. Security of the territory and citizens: The Hydraulic Risk Management Plan and Seismic Micro-zoning
Plan.
4. A widespread services network: several socialization places dedicated to culture and sports, to promote
the quality of relationships between citizens, civic awareness, social inclusion and perceived safety,
particularly in suburbs.
5. Competitiveness of productive excellence: multiplying the opportunities and maintaining high local
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production competitiveness and the strategic assets of Parma: trade fair, university, manufacturing,
tourism, agro-industry also trough city facilities well connected with transport infrastructure (airport,
Pontremolese, Gronda nord, Cispadana, etc.).

Figure 1 - Presentation to citizens of the MSP 2030

Good Practice 2
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12

PARMA SMART FUTURE
The city of Parma, in the framework of the RUGGEDISED European project, is developing the Strategy Parma
Smart Future that links together the various initiatives into a well-connected system. A political strategy tool
that supports the City’s decisions and undertakings for the definition of an Action Plan and an Investment Plan
by 2030, through a local organization (SmartCity Governance) capable of performing a connection and
promotion role.
Parma aims to link together the various local Administration’s and business initiatives trough the Protocol Parma
Smart Future signed on May 28, 2019 by 40 organizations, companies, associations and research bodies. The
Protocol is intended to further support the initiatives aimed to achieve four major strategic projects for Parma in
2030:
1. Towards a smart, shared and sustainable mobility;
2. Towards a carbon neutral city;
3. The city as a laboratory for innovation and the digital transition;
4. A creative, cultured and inclusive city.
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Several stakeholder engagement activities have been carried out between 2017 and 2019.

Figure 2 - Stakeholder engagement activities

Good Practice 3
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12

The Green KM
The Green KM project is an 11 km long urban green infrastructure parallel to the North-South Municipal
stretch of the highway in entrance to Parma, which serves as a green barrier against PM10, to contribute to
environment protection and air purification, and the same time to act as an innovative landmark of the
City.
It is designed as a large-sized urban reforestation project, whose beneficial effects are well extended
beyond the immediately adjacent area, becoming a hallmark of Parma and providing its citizens with a wide
range of environmental and social benefits.
Some Green KM stretches have already been implemented by private companies.
By 2019, the City, in partnership with business and agricultural associations will sign a memorandum of
understanding with the Emilia-Romagna Region, which has already allocated a 200,000 Euros budget for
the design, planning and coordination of the project activities.
Five consultation meetings were held between the project area owners and the Municipal officials in the
town hall from September 2018 to May 2019. The project is also designed to encourage the setting up of a
public-private partnership between the City of Parma and the 42 stakeholders among companies and
private citizens.
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The Green KM project development will allow to:
• improve real and perceived environmental quality of Parma
• create a green infrastructure with a public-private partnership
• create a landmark of excellence, featuring a high quality and large-sized green infrastructure
• provide an example of excellence and good practice related to the design, implementation and
management of a major green infrastructure

Figure 3 - Meeting with the owners of the areas

Good Practice 4
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DISTRICTS FOR URBAN REGENERATION
The project is a good practice of public and private stakeholder engagement on the strategic issue of urban
regeneration. It has been divided into different stages.
The "containers" neighborhood to be enhanced have been initially identified and, subsequently, a score has
been attributed to an excellence of the territory. The values taken into consideration are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social, civil and popular memory related culture
University campus culture
Creative businesses culture
Agri-food business culture
Musical culture
Creative Education culture
Cinema and audio-visual arts culture
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Finally, the issue of the consolidated urban fabric regeneration and the local development promotion was also
taken into account. In particular, regeneration involves the overall re-use of existing facilities while preserving
the most significant architecture and inserting diverse functions of urban and regional importance.
The following projects were envisaged:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

District of social, civil and popular memory - The old hospital complex
Socio-cultural university District - Aemilia 187 BC
District of creative industries and urban regeneration - Workout Pasubio
District of excellence Agri-food culture - I Chiostri del Correggio (The Cloisters of Correggio)
District of musical production and congress activity - Il Parco della Musica (The Music Park)
District of creative culture - La cittadella dei ragazzi (The Youth centre)
District of excellence in audio-visual arts - Cinema District of Parma

Figure 4 - Map of the Socio-cultural Districts

Good Practice 5
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 8, 12
SEPARATE WASTE COLLECTION
An effective separate waste collection system has been implemented by the City of Parma, which is leading the
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way in Italy as a virtuous practice of excellence, reaching 82% in 2019 compared to 45% in 2008.

Over the years, door-to-door separate waste collection measures have been implemented that have
allowed to check the efficiency of each individual user, gradually sorting all the waste fractions in a selective
manner and reducing the impurities present.
Currently, paper and paperboard, organic waste, plastics, tins and jars, residual waste deriving from
household and non-domestic users, is collected separately door-to-door. Glass and green waste are
collected by means of a proximity waste collection system, while for bulky waste an on-call door-to-door
service has been established and 4 computerized collection centers have been put in place, equipped with
“pay as you throw” systems for the calculation of the rate.
The “pay as you throw” scheme has been introduced in 2015. RFID antennas are buried in the garbage
containers, connected to users, which are able to measure the number of disposals. This specifically
designed digital system allows to evaluate the yearly discharge number and to keep it monitored.
A further step was introduced in 2019, through univocal barcodes linked to each single user on the bags
dedicated to the collection of plastics, tins and jars. The system is designed to check and avoid improper
discharge or abandonment of waste.
To make the system more flexible, various computerized points have been implemented (i.e. 8
"ecostations" and 5 "mini-ecostations”).
Home composting practices are particularly developed in Parma in addition to other composting initiatives
performed within the Community Gardens, in the framework of a project called "Zero-waste vegetable
gardens".
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Figure 5 - Separated Waste Collection Rates
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Good Practice 6
(max. 300 words and three graphics, images or tables)
Indicator: 3,12
"PARMA, SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY IN ACTION!"
The project "Parma, sustainable Mobility in action!" focuses on the promotion of bicycle use, cycling facilities
and services and involves a partnership consisting of 12 partners of which 5 public companies, 4 private bodies
and 3 associations. Moreover, 4 public companies, 11 private bodies and 2 associations are also involved.
The core of the project is the identification of a strong north-south cycle mobility axis that connects the main
polarities of local mobility in order to strengthen relations between:
• the northern area of the city centre with the presence of numerous corporate offices, many of which are
already part of the mobility manager circuit;
•

the intermodal pole of the railway station (train, suburban buses, main urban lines, cycling);

•

the city centre;

•

the “Maria Luigia” school district which includes some of the main secondary schools in Parma;

•

the University Campus with its numerous offices and thousands of students and employees every day.

A corollary of the infrastructural intervention is a set of services for cycling and actions aimed at promoting the
use of more environmentally sustainable modes (classic and electric car sharing, bike sharing, etc.).
The infrastructures and services offered are freely accessible for end users and provide:
-

discounts and facilitations for university students and for employees to foster the use of bike sharing
services

-

mobility vouchers for the use of public transport vehicles for both public bodies employees and
companies and Schools and University students

Soft actions are also provided such as information (eg safety and eco-driving courses) and communication.
The project has a total cost of 1,692,520.98 euros with a co-financing from the Ministry of the Environment.

Figure 6 - Poster of Sustanable Mobility in Action
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Word Count Check
Please complete the below word count check for Good Practices.
As per the Guidance Note (Annex 2 of the Rules of Contest), the word count includes text in graphics/tables and
the body of text. The word count excludes text in the original application form and captions.
Section
Good Practice 1 Integrated Mangement
Approach - Indicator 12
Good Practice 2
Good Practice 3
Good Practice 4
Good Practice 5
Good Practice 6

Number of words
in graphics/tables

Number of words
in body of text

Total number of words in
graphics/tables and body of text

Max.
words

0

260

260

300

0
0
0
0
0

166
254
220
282
275

166
254
220
282
275

300
300
300
300
300
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